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”Never before have I experienced such 
spiritual presence and worldly brilliance 

combined in one lovely person.”
-K.W. Financial Services

“Stephanie’s talk was thought provoking and 
inspiring. Her story is fascinating and 

message so timely. She held the audience with 
rapt attention and I highly recommend her as 

a speaker at your conference or event.“ 
-Debra Boulanger

“‘The Art of Persuasion was amazing! Stephanie 
was intriguing, inspirational and thought 

provoking. We received only positive feedback. 
Stephanie is a dynamic presenter. I highly 
recommend her as a keynote, breakout or 

speaker for your event.“
- M. Kennedy-Payen, Chair, FWA of  NY

Topics and Sessions
• The Inner Work of Impact
• The Art of Influence for Change Agents
• What Ancient Forests Have to Teach Us 

About Our Future Human Potential
• Dismantling the ‘Not Enough’ Program
• *Bespoke keynotes for your audience

Evolutionary Mentor & Purpose Guide | Futurist 
Executive Leadership Coach |  Medicine Woman 

Reminding us who we really are so we can do 
the work we’re really here to do



ABOUT STEPHANIE TRAGER

Stephanie Trager is transformational catalyst, futurist, advocate for evolutionary 
consciousness, peak wellness, soul mastery, living systems and activating future human potential. 
She’s a former practicing attorney, founder of Intentional Paradigms, evolutionary coach, 
medicine woman and guide who brings a dynamic style combining 30+ years of off the beaten 
path experience and an eclectic mix of training and education. 

Using the power of her captivating story Stephanie inspires, teaches and motivates, delivering 
compelling and relatable presentations and keynotes for the impact eco-system, for leadership 
retreats, companies, conferences, meetings, and online and offline events.  She serves as a guest 
on panels and is an intuitive thoughtful moderator. Stephanie has delivered hundreds of 
workshops, led retreats, and can adopt her speaking style and content to meet your venue and 
audience needs. Her perspectives are timely and bound to engage your audience and inspire 
action. 

She was founding member of a corporate sustainability law firm and law school in the 1990’s, 
helped preserve the last remaining ancient stands of unprotected Redwood forests, was a 
treesitter, grassroots organizer, and learned that trees speak and they cry sap. Sprinkled in was 
a seven year stint in corporate litigation at Davis Polk.

Stephanie has authored articles on the Human Right to a Clean Environment, was Chair of the 
ABA Environmental Justice Committee, inspired and helped form the first trial monitoring 
committee in the US to thwart judicial corruption, is a board member of Dream Change, worked 
on Holocaust Reparations initiatives, Indigenous Land Repatriation projects, and has been 
immersed in the impact investing space helping catalysts tap into higher purpose and deploy 
their capital in alignment with not only their values but our collective highest potential. 

Author and host of Catalyst Talks Podcast, Stephanie is currently studying, speaking and writing 
on ‘Living Systems and What Ancient Ecosystems and Forests Have to Teach Us About Our 
Future Potential.”  
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Popular Sessions
The Inner Work of Impact Explores the nexus between our inner work and and outer impact  as change 
agents. These are bespoke sessions customized around the IWI Principles which at the core involve expanding our aperture of 
perception so we may remember who we really are so we can do the work (impact) we’re really here to do. For more than two 
decades Stephanie has been coaching and developing modalities on physical vitality, mental freedom, emotional peace, 
aligned business, conscious communication, and spiritual expansion for the purpose of connecting our inner evolution to our 
collective future potential to thrive in coherence with ourselves, each other and nature. This Keynote, session or talk will take 
you where you haven’t gone before.

The Art of Influence for Change Agents We are always influencing our outcomes whether 
positively or negatively – sometimes neutrally. In this session Stephanie shares the Conscious Influence modality and offers 
participants and the audience an opportunity to embody the essence and feel the impact of ‘The Vocabulary of Increase,’  
‘Influence Visioning and Matter Manipulating’ and ‘Non-linear multidimensional seeing.’ She takes these otherwise complex 
concepts and shares a step by step daily practice for leveraging the power of conscious influence to transform yourself while
bringing others on board with your vision.

What Ancient Forests Have to Teach Us About Our Future Human 
Potential As a a student of indigenous and earth based wisdoms, for three decades, and a nature communicator for 
more than 40 years, Stephanie has studied and worked with various Indigenous groups from the Navajo to the Kogi, the Achuar, 
Warani, and Quechua, and has been initiated as an Earthkeeper in the shamanic tradition by the Q’ero from the Andes in Peru. 
From her time living in the Ancient Redwood forests she has been tapped into the intelligence of ancient living ecosystems and 
in this talk she activates new possibilities, perspectives and important connections to inspire innovation around our lives as 
quantum creators of future (now) potentials - merging ancient and modern technologies.

Dismantling the ‘Not Enough’ Program Synergizing innate wisdom with positive psychology, 
neuroscience, NLP,  herbalism, shamanism, activism, and alternative ancient practices, in this session Stephanie brings groups 
and audiences to the ‘field’ of infinite possibility with a unique framework that articulates how old identities based on scarcity, 
individually and collectively, keep us stuck creating and living from old programs imbued with the ‘not enough’ template. When 
we move into purpose as heart centered creators we think we have found the holy grail yet old identity traps and the ‘not good 
enough’ imprint still haunt us as our purpose becomes part of the program. When we lean into Higher Purpose and innerstand
how to create as a quantum creator we are able to tap into ours and humanities thriving future potential.



stephanietrager.com

Contact

"Stephanie was fantastic as a guest 
speaker on my stage. She moved a 
room full of several hundred to 
action. She was engaging, on point 
and on time. Her style is sharp and 
articulate and I’d recommend her for 
your stage or event any time.”

Kendall Summerhawk

s@stephanietrager.com
+1 917 – 583- 2866

stephanietrager.com   
innerworkofimpact.com

LinkedIn:  @StephanieTrager

Podcast

Catalyst Talks Podcast 
www.catalysttalks.com

YouTube
www.catalysttalkspodcast.com

“I hope we can continue the Inner 
Work of Impact at Toniic, everyone 
who comes absolutely loves it.”

Cindy Ko

“Until you meet the unconscious on the
inside it will continue to meet you on the 

outside." - Carl Jung

mailto:s@stephanietrager.com
http://www.catalysttalks.com/
https://www.youtube.com/c/StephanieTragerCatalystTalks
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